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1) increase the strength of the military
2) draw attention to critical issues
3) begin a cycle of armed revolution
4) resist the power of religious leaders

1) The purpose of Mohandas Gandhi's actions such as the Salt March and the textile
boycott was to

1) nonviolence 2) isolationism
3) nonalignment 4) appeasement

2) "Ghandi Calls for Boycott of British Textiles"
"Ghandi and Followers Complete March to the Sea"
"Ghandi Begins Hunger Fast"

These headlines reflect Gandhi's belief in

1) Many jobs were being outsourced overseas.
2) The subcontinent was divided into countries based primarily on the location

of religious majorities.
3) The government offered housing incentives in newly developed areas.
4) Religious pilgrimages to neighboring countries were required based on their

beliefs.

3) Why did large numbers of Hindus and Muslims migrate immediately after India
gained its independence?

1) Differences between the Hindus and the Muslims created religious conflict.
2) The Soviet Union insisted that India should have a communist government.
3) Indian leaders disagreed about India’s role in the United Nations.
4) Great Britain feared a unified India would be a military threat.

4) What was one reason that India was divided into two nations in 1947?

1) help India maintain its traditional cultural systems
2) prepare India for independence
3) strengthen its political and economic control in India
4) secure favorable trading arrangements with different Indian leaders

5) The government of Great Britain built railroads, schools, and irrigation systems in
colonial India primarily to

1) constitutional government 2) arranged marriages
3) caste system 4) religious tradition of Hinduism

6) Which aspect of life in India demonstrates the influence of the British colonial
period?

1) A B C D 2) B C D A
3) C D A B 4) D B A C

7) Several historic events are listed below.
A. Partition of India and Pakistan
B. Establishment of the caste system
C. British colonization of the Indian subcontinent
D. Gandhi's Salt March

What is the correct chronological order of this set of events?

1) India 2) Kenya 3) China 4) Iraq

8) The Amritsar Massacre and the Salt March are both associated with the
independence movement in

1) British imperialism in India
2) the British endorsement of apartheid in South Africa
3) the exploitation of the proletariat by the bourgeoisie
4) India's involvement in World War II

9) "It has impoverished the dumb millions by a system of progressive exploitation. . .
. It has reduced us politically to serfdom. It has sapped the foundation of our
culture . . . and degraded us spiritually."
— Mohandas Gandhi, 1930

In the statement, the "It" referred to by Gandhi is

1) most Indians believed that France was a greater threat than Great Britain
was

2) the Muslims welcomed the introduction of a western-style political system
3) Indian villagers favored British rule
4) differences in language and religion prevented unity among the people of

India

10) Great Britain was able to dominate India for almost 200 years because

1) a statement of support for dividing India
2) a rally for the British during World War II
3) an act of civil disobedience against the British
4) a protest against the Sepoy Mutiny

11) Which description best fits the Salt March conducted by Mohandas Gandhi?

1) civil disobedience 2) divide-and-conquer principles
3) an appeasement policy 4) traditional caste beliefs

12) Mohandas Gandhi’s protests during India’s independence movement were often
successful because of his application of

1) expansion of territory
2) establishing a laissez-faire economy
3) independence from British rule
4) forming a totalitarian state

13) Which goal was most important to the Indian nationalist movement?

1) equal distribution of natural resources
2) creation of uniform land areas
3) territorial disputes between Britain and France
4) tensions between Hindus and Muslims

14) Which factor was a major consideration at the time India was being partitioned?

1) Sepoy Rebellion 2) Salt March
3) Amritsar Massacre 4) creation of Pakistan

15) Which event in the history of the Indian subcontinent occurred last?


